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I. INTRODUCTION 

A brief history of Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code provides some helpful background 
into its purposes and landscape.  Chapter IX was included in the Bankruptcy Act of 1934 in 
response to widespread municipal defaults in that era.  Earlier versions, which allowed creditors 
to file involuntary petitions, were declared unconstitutional because they materially interfered 
with states’ control of governmental and fiscal affairs of local governments.  A later version, 
without involuntary provisions, withstood constitutional scrutiny.  Chapter IX provisions were 
amended in the 1940's and again in 1976 to address the then-deteriorating financial conditions of 
New York and other cities, which amendments were, in large part, incorporated into the current 
Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code.1 

 
A Chapter 9 municipal bankruptcy is not really a “bankruptcy” at all, in the traditional 

sense.  It lacks much of the flexibility afforded debtors under other chapters of the Code.  While 
other chapters allow debtors to liquidate assets or reorganize as a means to address and offer at 
least some payment to creditors and to receive a discharge from unsatisfied debt, Chapter 9 does 
not.  Municipal debtors cannot liquidate their assets.  Such a feat would require the state 
legislature to revoke the municipal charter and have the state government take over the city’s 
assets.2  Likewise, Chapter 9 does not contemplate the creation of an “estate” or appointment of 
a trustee, examiner, or other operating oversight.3  The municipality continues to operate, largely 
free from creditor control.  Indeed, this is first among the differences from bankruptcies filed 
under other chapter of the Bankruptcy Code.  Because of the public nature of the entity 
experiencing financial difficulties, there is no provision in the law for liquidation of its assets and 
distribution of the proceeds to creditors.  The City will continue to exist and cannot just dissolve.     

 
Rather, Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code is directed toward a reorganization of a 

municipality’s financial affairs or, as the statutory title states “adjustment of its debts.”  The City 
is given the protection of the automatic stay against all collections actions or other actions 
against its property.  The purpose of Chapter 9 legislation is to permit a financially distressed 
public entity to seek protection from its creditors while it formulates and negotiates a plan for 
adjustment of its debts, either extending maturities, reducing interest or principal, or refinancing 
its debt by obtaining a new loan elsewhere to pay off existing debt, in whole or in part, and to 
provide the mechanism by which the plan that is acceptable to the majority of creditors can be 
made binding on a recalcitrant and dissenting minority.  This is also important and worth re-
emphasizing—Chapter 9 operates via a “cram down” method so that a dissenting minority will 
not be able to alter the course of the bankruptcy.  In other words, similar to Chapter 11 in some 
ways, a plan can be confirmed even if it creates significant hardship or works an inequity to a 
single or few parties, as long as the majority of the creditors accept the plan and the bankruptcy 
court confirms it. 

 Unique constitutional considerations also govern Chapter 9, unlike any other Chapter of 
the Bankruptcy Code.  For example, involuntary petitions are not permitted because they would 
constitute an impermissible interference with the governmental affairs of the political 
subdivision.4  Thus, a Chapter 9 filing may be made only by the municipality; not its creditors.  
Further, Sections 903 and 904 limit the power of a federal bankruptcy court to interfere or 
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regulate the function of a state entity or municipality.  Section 904 provides as follows: 
 

Notwithstanding any power of the court, unless the debtor consents or the plan so 
provides, the court may not, by any stay, order, or decree, in the case or 
otherwise, interfere with— 
 
(1) any of the political or governmental powers of the debtor;  
(2) any of the property or revenues of the debtor; or 
(3) the Debtor’s use or enjoyment of any income producing property.5 

 
 Thus, the court may not appoint a trustee or examiner to control the operation of the 
debtor or utilize the property or revenue of the municipality without its consent.  These 
provisions alleviate the constitutional concerns of having a federal court exercise control over a 
municipality.6  Importantly, too, if the case is not successful, or if the plan cannot be 
implemented as confirmed, some commentators have opined that in theory, the bankruptcy 
court’s primary remedy could be limited to dismissal of the case pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 930. 
Because of the Constitution, the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction is at least limited in terms of its 
ability to control the outcome otherwise in matters contrary to the agreement of the municipality, 
providing the municipality with greater flexibility than other debtors enjoy.  Further, there is no 
oversight by the U.S. Trustee in a Chapter 9, unlike all of the other chapters of the Bankruptcy 
Code where the U.S. Trustee is vested with curbing various abuses of the Bankruptcy Code and 
oversight of the creditors’ meeting.  As for the latter, also note that there is no meeting of 
creditors in a Chapter 9 case. 
 
 As it concerns how the bankruptcy deals with municipal debt adjustment, Chapter 9 is 
somewhat similar to corporate reorganization under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  
However, unlike Chapter 11, Chapter 9 does not attempt to balance the rights of the municipality 
and its creditors.   To assist the municipal debtor in its reorganization effort, the Chapter 9 
debtor, like the Chapter 11 debtor, is permitted to adjust non-debt contractual relationships under 
the power to reject executory contracts and unexpired leases, subject to court approval.  This 
power is similar to that granted in commercial reorganization cases. It allows the municipality 
relief from unwise or burdensome contracts, subject to court approval. Thus, the court has the 
additional power and responsibility to examine the issues presented in connection with a request 
to reject an executory contract, whether or not the request is made in the plan. 
  
II. ELIGIBILITY FOR RELIEF UNDER CHAPTER 9. 

In order to qualify for relief under Chapter 9, an entity must meet the five requirements 
set forth in Section 109(c) of the Bankruptcy Code.7   

 
A. The Debtor Must Be A Municipality 

First, the debtor must be a “municipality.”  The Code defines a municipality as “a 
political subdivision or public agency or instrumentality of a state.”  Except to the extent that 
Section 109(c)(1) defines a “public agency or instrumentality” as an entity “subject to control by 
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public authority, state or municipal,”8 there is no further explanation of the precise scope of the 
“municipality” definition.  States, counties, cities, and towns are obvious fits.  Less clear is 
whether other “municipal-type” entities are eligible.  If a hospital is subject to control by public 
authority, it may qualify as a municipality under Chapter 9.9  Likewise, water conservation 
districts, irrigation districts, school districts, county natural gas authorities, and other similar 
entities that are “controlled by public authority” may also qualify.10  As such, sureties should be 
aware that bonds for projects for such entities may possibly be impacted by a Chapter 9 filing. 
 

B. The Municipality Must Be Authorized By State Law To File  

 Second, state law must specifically authorize a municipality to file a Chapter 9.11  This is 
important—not all States permit municipalities to file for bankruptcy in the first place.  Attached 
hereto is a multi-State survey of the States which do and do not allow municipalities to file for 
Chapter 9.  In addition, of interest to those sureties with California bonding programs is that 
California enacted new legislation in 2011 which is now in effect and embodied in California 
Government Code section 53760.3, that requires municipalities to engage in a neutral evaluation 
process during a 60-day period before filing for Chapter 9 bankruptcy, except in cases of “fiscal 
emergency” that jeopardizes the “health, safety, or well-being” of its residents.  Therefore, in 
California, creditors typically have at least a window of advance notice before the Chapter 9 
petition is filed. 
 

C. The Municipality Must Be Insolvent 

 Third, the entity must be insolvent.12  The Code defines insolvency for a municipality as 
the inability to pay its debts when they come due, except for debts that are the subject of a bona 
fide dispute.13  This provision is a radical departure from other provisions of the Bankruptcy 
Code that do not require proof of insolvency.14  Additionally, it should be noted that for purposes 
of Chapter 9, insolvency is determined by using a cash flow analysis.15  It is not enough to show 
that the municipality has a budget gap--that is, for the coming fiscal year its total revenues will 
be outstripped by expenditures.16  Instead, the municipality must demonstrate that, taking into 
account cash on hand and cash to be received, it will be unable to pay debts as they become due.  
This analysis is prospective.  Indeed, the municipality is not required to wait until it runs out of 
money and defaults on its debts before it is deemed to be insolvent.17 
 

D. The Municipality Must Desire To Adjust Its Debts 

 Fourth, the municipality must “desire” to file a plan to adjust its debts.18  In the City of 
Vallejo’s Chapter 9 bankruptcy case, the bankruptcy court held that the otherwise undefined term 
of “desire” meant as follows: “[w]hile the statutory requirement does not require a formal plan as 
such, some sort of comprehensive plan is required as one of the ‘screening factors’ to avoid a too 
early and rapid resort to the bankruptcy courts by municipalities.”19  Therefore, at least 
according to a few courts, this element requires some demonstrated evidence as of the petition 
date of the municipality’s intent to implement a plan to adjust its debts. 
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E. The Municipality Must Adhere To “Good Faith” Filing Requirements 

 Finally, the municipality must obtain the agreement of creditors holding a majority (in 
dollar amount) of debts within each class (or category) of creditors that the entity intends to 
impair under its plan, or it must establish that it has negotiated in good faith but has failed to 
obtain an agreement among its creditors.  This requirement is satisfied if the municipality is 
unable to negotiate with the creditors because negotiation is impracticable or the municipality 
believes that the creditor is attempting to bring a lawsuit to obtain a transfer that would be 
avoidable under Section 547 of the Bankruptcy Code.20 
 
III. IMPACT ON CREDITORS 

 The following paragraphs highlight some of the specific aspects and provisions of 
Chapter 9 that distinguish it from more common Chapter 11 cases and are of particular import to 
contractors or sureties as actual or potential creditors of the municipality. 
 
 Notice by Publication.  There are no schedules or statement of financial affairs filed in a 
Chapter 9 case.  Instead, the municipality must provide the court with the list of its 20 largest 
unsecured creditors and a creditor mailing matrix.  Because of the large number of creditors, 
however, and the difficulty in identifying all of them (particularly holders of bearer bonds) 
Chapter 9 allows notice of the bankruptcy to be given by publication in a newspaper in the 
district where the case is commenced.21 
 
 Automatic Stay.  In a Chapter 9, the city has the benefit of not only the automatic stay 
under Section 362 of the Code, but also the more expansive provisions under Section 922, 22  
which stay precludes actions against municipal officers (preventing mandamus actions against 
officers based upon prepetition debts) and provides an administrative claim to those who have 
been provided adequate protection by the debtor but who suffered losses because the protection 
is inadequate.23  Also, claims based upon pledged “special revenues” discussed in greater depth 
below, are not stayed nor are they even part of the bankruptcy estate.24 
 

Even though the stay prevents actions against city officials, it is not clear whether it 
would prevent a claim directly against Public Officials’ fiduciary policies and bonds, a similar 
fidelity-type bond or comparable insurance coverage if, for example, that official has engaged in 
suspicious accounting practices or has pursued unusual or risky financing mechanisms.   

 
Significantly for contractors (and those standing in their shoes or standing with or behind 

them), the automatic stay precludes contractors or subcontractors from pursuing the municipality 
for payment for work on public projects.  The lack of any specific exception clearly extends this 
bar to any claim for unpaid progress payments on contracts in play.  Section 362 provides that a 
creditor may seek for relief from the automatic stay if that creditor can demonstrate “cause,” 
including lack of adequate protection.25  While the Bankruptcy Code fails to define “cause,” a 
contractor (or surety) may be able to argue that the debtor’s failure to pay contract amounts is 
tantamount to a lack of adequate protection. 
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Executory Contracts.  As mentioned above, the bankruptcy court retains the power and 
authority to examine issues presented in connection with requests to assume or reject executory 
contracts.  Therefore, executory contracts remain an issue where a creditor may have limited 
power to affect the outcome, or, if nothing else, to force the municipality to make a decision 
sooner rather than later about the subject contract.  Executory contracts are discussed below. 

 
Avoidance Powers.  A Chapter 9 debtor has the ability to set aside preferential transfers, 

fraudulent conveyances, and certain post-petition transfers, with some limitations.26  If a 
contractor accepts a payment from the municipality within 90 days before its bankruptcy filing, 
that payment may be at risk for avoidance as a preferential transfer.  Such a reversal of payment 
could have obvious impact on contractors, especially those who have passed payments through 
to subcontractors and suppliers.27  Further, Section 926 provides that if the debtor refuses to 
pursue any such avoidance actions or other claims it may have under the Bankruptcy Code’s 
“strong-arm” provisions, a creditor can request that the court appoint a trustee to pursue such 
causes of action.28  
 
 Use, Sale, Lease Of Personal Property And Cash Collateral.  Unlike other Chapters of the 
Code, a municipal Chapter 9 debtor is not required to obtain approval of the Bankruptcy Court to 
use, sale or lease personal property or cash collateral pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 363. 
 
 Unsecured Creditors’ Committee.  Like other Chapters of the Code, Chapter 9 provides 
for the formation of an unsecured creditors committee by the U.S. Trustee.  Such a committee 
has access to financial records of the municipality and will be able to form an independent 
opinion of the municipality’s finances.  This may be useful if there are questions of insolvency, if 
the municipality’s accounting practices are suspicious, or if there has been foul play by city 
administrators.29   
 
 Operation of the Municipality Post-Petition.  Because Section 904 prohibits the court 
from interfering with the operations of the municipality, a Chapter 9 debtor will continue with 
the same management and elected officials and carry forward with operations post-petition and 
post-confirmation.30 
  
IV. THE CHAPTER 9 DEBT ADJUSTMENT PLAN: CONTENTS AND 

CONFIRMATION 

 One of the requirements under Section 109(c) for an entity to be eligible as a debtor 
under Chapter 9 is that it must desire to effectuate a plan to adjust its debts.  As explained above, 
the debtor cannot liquidate assets or reorganize.  It can only propose a scheme of adjustments of 
its debts, attempt to obtain the acceptance of those proposed adjustments from its creditors, and 
seek the confirmation of the plan from the Bankruptcy Court.  Many of the provisions governing 
the contents, disclosure, voting, and confirmation of a Chapter 9 plan are borrowed largely from 
Chapter 11.31  In fact, Section 901(a) sets forth a list of the specific provisions of Chapter 11 (as 
well as other sections of the Bankruptcy Code) that are expressly incorporated into Chapter 9, 
including major parts of Sections 1123 (Contents of the Plan) and Section 1129 
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onfirmation).32 

d unimpaired classes is significant because only impaired classes 
are entitled to vote on the plan. 

A. Contents of the Chapter 9 Plan.  

(C
 
 The debtor has wide latitude to reduce the principal and/or interest of its obligations, 
thereby “impairing” those claims or classes of claims (subject, of course, to its ability to obtain 
the acceptance of that class, as discussed below).33  It also has the option of leaving some classes 
of creditors unimpaired.  A class is impaired unless it meets one of three criteria:  (1) the plan 
does not alter the legal, equitable, or contractual rights of the claim holder; (2) the plan provides 
for curing the default, reinstating the original terms of the claim, and compensating the holder for 
the damages incurred as a result of the claim holder’s reliance on certain contractual provisions; 
or (3) the plan provides for payment in cash equal to the allowed amount of the claim.34  The 
distinction between impaired an

 
 

h are unimpaired.  The debtor must then specify how it 
tends to treat unimpaired classes.35 

B. Approval of the Disclosure Statement.

 The provisions relating to the Chapter 9 Plan are contained in Sections 941 through 943, 
as supplemented by Section 1123.  The first task in a Chapter 9 Plan is classification of claims of 
creditors.  Claims are fixed as of the date of filing, and the debtor will classify claims that are 
substantially similar in nature in the same “class.”  After classification, the debtor must specify 
which classes are impaired and whic
in
 

 

financial 
atements, operating budgets, and sources of taxes and tax revenue, past and present.37 

C. Voting.

 Before the debtor can solicit acceptances of its plan, it must have its disclosure statement 
approved after notice and a hearing.  The adequacy of the disclosure statement is judged on 
whether it contains enough information to enable a “hypothetical reasonable investor” to make 
an informed judgment about the debtor’s plan.   As Professor Norton’s treatise explains:  “The 
kind of information expected to be found in a Chapter 9 disclosure statement might include 
general information about the municipality, such as its form of government, population, per 
capita income, and industrial base.  Other important information could be extracted from the 
official statements for the most recent bonds issued by the municipality;” including 

36

st
 

 

r more than 50% in number of claim holders 
omprising the class vote to accept the plan.39 

D. Cram Down.

 The debtor’s plan cannot be confirmed unless at least one class of claims accepts the 
plan.   Only the impaired classes are entitled to vote.  A class accepts the plan if two-thirds of 
the dollar amount of claims in that class o

38

c
 

 

 Notwithstanding the dissenting votes of some classes, the debtor may confirm a plan over 
objections if it has secured the acceptance of the plan from at least one class of creditors.   The 40
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plan provides creditors 
ith all that the creditors reasonably expect under the circumstances.”43   

E. Confirmation.

debtor can therefore “cram down” the plan to confirmation if the plan “does not discriminate 
unfairly and is fair and equitable” with respect to the dissenting impaired classes.   The plan 
does not unfairly discriminate if classes of equal rank receive equal treatment under the plan.   
In order to satisfy the “fair and equitable test, the criteria is whether the 

41

42

w
 

 

d into Chapter 9 by Section 901.  The following paragraphs discuss each of those 
andards. 

nquiry will likely be a fact-intensive one, 
quiring a review of the totality of the circumstances. 

Second, the plan must comply with the provisions of Chapter 9.48 

services incident to the plan—
cluding attorneys’ fees--and the amounts must be reasonable.49 

btor must not be prohibited by law from taking any action necessary to 
arry out the plan.50   

 cash, on the 
ffective date of the plan, unless the claim holder agrees to different treatment.51   

of the plan, or that particular provision is 
xpressly conditioned on obtaining such approval.52   

 Section 943 sets forth the seven standards for confirmation of a Chapter 9 plan.  Those 
standards are also supplemented by the specific provisions of Section 1129 that are expressly 
incorporate
st
 
 First, the plan must comply with those specific provisions of the Code that are 
incorporated into Chapter 9.  For example, pursuant to Section 1129(a)(3), the plan must be 
proposed in good faith and not by any means prohibited by law.44  Because of the scarcity of 
Chapter 9 cases, the meaning of good faith in the context of a Chapter 9 plan has not been 
explored like its Chapter 11 counterpart.  Thus, courts generally rely upon case law analyzing 
good faith in the context of Chapters 11 and 13 to determine good faith in Chapter 9.45  Some 
Chapter 9 cases have addressed the issue in the context of abuse of bankruptcy procedure and 
unfair treatment of certain parties.  In one case, the District Court reversed the confirmation of a 
Chapter 9 plan for lack of good faith because the property owner whose future tax obligations 
were unfairly impacted was denied due process.46  In another, the court found good faith even 
though the Chapter 9 was filed in response to a dispute over an elected official’s authority to 
reverse annexation because at the time of filing, the town had funds frozen, multiple lawsuits, 
and substantial loss of tax income.47  The good faith i
re
 
 
 
 Third, the plan must disclose all amounts to be paid for 
in
 
 Fourth, the de
c
 
 Fifth, the plan must provide that all administrative claims are paid, in
e
 
 Sixth, the debtor has obtained any regulatory or electoral approval necessary under non-
bankruptcy law in order to carry out the provisions 
e
 
 Seven, the plan is “in the best interest of creditors and is feasible.”  These last two 
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ode nor well-explained in case law.53  The 
llowing paragraphs briefly discuss each standard. 

 

 In re Mount Carbon 
etropolitan District54 defines the best interest requirement as follows:  

 

ssly infeasible Chapter 9 plan in preference to 
the non-bankruptcy status quo.55   

axes to the point 
at citizens move to other cities, which would make the plan self-defeating.56   

bility is not particularly helpful.  The Mount Carbon court provides the 
llowing guidance:  

 

 upon reasonable assumptions and must not be 
eculative or conjectural.57   

amorphous standards are neither defined by the C
fo

In the Chapter 11 context, a debtor can establish that the plan is in the best interests of 
creditors if it is better than liquidation.  But that standard is inappropriate for Chapter 9 because 
liquidation is not even permitted.  The Colorado District Court in
M

The “best interest” requirement of Section 943(b)(7) is generally regarded as 
requiring that a proposed plan provide a better alternative for creditors than what 
they already have.  This is often easy to establish.  Since creditors cannot propose 
a plan; cannot convert to Chapter 7; cannot have a trustee appointed; and cannot 
force sale of municipal assets under state law, their only alternative to a debtor’s 
plan is dismissal.  Outside of bankruptcy, general unsecured creditors often have 
little possibility of being repaid, especially where the municipality’s debt burden 
is too high to be retired by taxes.  Therefore any possibility of payment under a 
Chapter 9 plan is often perceived by creditors as a better alternative.  With few 
options and little negotiation leverage, either inside or outside of bankruptcy, 
creditors may accept even a hopele

 
 Thus, the “best interest of creditor’s” test can be satisfied if the plan proposes that the 
creditors receive something rather than nothing, which would be the alternative.  On the other 
hand, the city should not be required to propose a plan that requires it to raise t
th
 
 The plan must also be feasible.  Again, that term is not defined by the Code.  Further, 
because of the fundamental differences between Chapter 11 and Chapter 9, resort to Chapter 11 
cases analyzing feasi
fo

As with a case in Chapter 11, a Chapter 9 feasibility finding should ‘prevent 
confirmation of visionary schemes which promise creditors . . . more under a 
proposed plan than the debtors can possibly attain after confirmation.’…  A plan 
should offer a reasonable prospect of success and be workable.  In Chapter 9, this 
requires a practical analysis of whether the debtor can accomplish what the plan 
proposes and provide governmental services.  Although success need not be 
certain or guaranteed, more is required than mere hopes, desires and 
speculation....  The probability of future success will depend upon reasonable 
income and expense projections.  As with plans under Chapter 11, if performance 
of a Chapter 9 plan is based upon deferred payments, projections of future income 
and expenses must be based
sp
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nd provide 
ture public services at the level necessary to its viability as a municipality.58 

F. Confirmation vs. Dismissal.

Summarizing, the court states:  “The court must, in the course of determining feasibility, 
evaluate whether it is probable that the debtor can both pay pre-petition debt a
fu
 

 

ide for in the plan and those of creditors that had no notice or actual knowledge of 
e case.60   

on to municipalities to initially propose a good faith 
lan that can be accepted and confirmed.62   

V. TOP 10 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHAPTER 11 AND CHAPTER 9

 If the Chapter 9 plan is confirmed, it is then binding upon the debtor and any creditor, 
regardless of whether the creditor’s proof of claim was filed, allowed, or whether the creditor 
even accepted the plan.   Likewise, the municipality is discharged of all its debts, except those it 
did not prov

59

th
 
 If confirmation is denied, the court is required to dismiss the case.61  The dismissal is not 
discretionary, which should provide motivati
p
 

 

mary of the above, the following are the top ten differences between Chapter 11 
nd Chapter 9: 

10. 
Bankruptcy Code, which governs involuntary cases, is not applicable in 

Chapter 9. 

9.   

ues of the 
Debtor or the Debtor’s use and enjoyment of any property or revenue streams. 

8.   oes not need court approval to use cash collateral or any other 
property of the estate. 

7.   
ave legislation authorizing Chapter 9 filings, 

and many have limitations or prohibitions.   

6.   
 proving it is insolvent. Courts will use cash flow analysis rather than 

balance sheet test. 

5.   
ood faith filing requirement in any other chapter. Good faith requirements are as 

follows

 As a sum
a
 

Municipalities cannot be put into bankruptcy through an involuntary petition.  Section 
303 of the 

The 10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects a municipality from interference 
by a Federal Court and thus limits the ways the Bankruptcy Court can modify the way a 
municipality conducts its business.  As a result, absent consent by the Debtor, the Court 
cannot interfere with political or governmental powers, any property or reven

 
A Chapter 9 Debtor d

 
A Chapter 9 Debtor must be authorized under state law to be a debtor in a Chapter 9 
bankruptcy proceeding.  About ½ of states h

 
A Chapter 9 Debtor must be insolvent – this is not required in Chapter 11.  The Debtor 
bears the burden of

 
The court may dismiss the petition if it was not filed in good faith.  There is no other 
explicit g

: 
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-  egotiated in good faith with creditors but was not able to reach an 

-  nably believes that a creditor may attempt to receive an avoidable 
preference. 

4.   appointed in Chapter 9 except for specific purpose such as pursuing 
avoidance actions. 

3.  

vent special revenues from being used to pay obligations from 
pledged special revenues. 

2.   
which requires 

extensive negotiation prior to rejecting collective bargaining agreement. 

1.   

e debtor and that any 
provision made to pay or secure payment of obligations is valid.   

VI. ISSUES IMPORTANT TO THE SURETY

-  Debtor has agreement of at least ½ of creditors in a class that is impaired; 
Debtor has n
agreement; 

-  Debtor is unable to negotiate with creditors because negotiation is impractical; 
Debtor reaso

 
A trustee cannot be

 
The holder of a claim payable from special revenues does not have a claim against the 
debtor.  This prevents special revenue bonds from becoming general revenue bonds. The 
automatic stay does not pre

 
A municipal debtor is allowed greater latitude in modifying or rejecting collective 
bargaining agreements.  Section 1113 does not apply in chapter 9 

 
End game in chapter 9 is the confirmation of  Plan of Adjustment (not reorganization).  
Only a debtor may propose a plan in chapter 9.  Discharge in chapter 9 only after 
confirmation of plan, deposit of securities to fund plan and determination by the court 
that the securities deposited constitute a valid obligation of th

 
 

icle starts 
with an examination of the issues involved when the Chapter 9 has already been filed. 

EASONS THAT THE MUNICIPALITY 

For obvious reasons, the impact on the surety of a municipal bankruptcy filing is the 
effect upon the surety’s obligee.  The issues important to the surety fall into (1) reactive 
measures when the Chapter 9 petition has already been filed; and (2) proactive strategies and 
underwriting considerations to plan in advance for the potential risk, if any.  This art

A. EXAMINATION OF THE R
WENT INTO BANKRUPTCY 

form the surety as to what the municipal debtor intends to do—i.e., 
“whose ox is being gored.”   

When confronted with a Chapter 9 petition, the surety’s inquiry should usually start with 
an examination of the reasons why the bankruptcy petition was filed.  The reasons why the case 
were filed will often better in

Typically, Chapter 9 cases will be filed either to deal with a single large debt or deal with 
systemic funding problems.  For instance, the Chapter 9 bankruptcy of Orange County, 
California was motivated by a one-time financial hit in the form of massive $1.6+ billion in 
losses on risky investments.63  Contrast that with more recent cases of Vallejo, Stockton, 
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 been a combination of 
sustained operating losses combined with rumblings of financial fraud.   

ic effects upon the surety’s bonded 
contract and contract balances, as further discussed below. 

S ON CONTRACT BALANCES: GENERAL FUNDS V. SPECIAL 

Mammoth Lakes and San Bernardino, all in California, which have been plagued with sustained 
operating losses due to, among other things, reduced real property tax revenues due to collapsing 
real property market and soaring pension costs.  Contrast that yet with Compton, California, 
which has been threatening to file for Chapter 9 for awhile but has yet to do so (and as of the 
date of this article states it will not do so now), where the issues have

To generalize for purposes of explanation, in the case of a one-time financial hit, it is 
fairly clear to see what the purposes of the bankruptcy will be, and it seems likely that creditors 
other than the target may be relatively unaffected.  Said another way, the sureties’ bonded 
contracts may flow through the Chapter 9 without interruption.  In the case of systemic losses 
and financial drain, many of those cases—of which Vallejo is good example—demonstrate that 
the labor union contracts are the target and many other creditors may be unaffected.  However, in 
the case of financial fraud, it may be that all bets are off in terms of who is affected, as there is 
the possibility at least in theory that there may be no assurances of sufficient funds to cover any 
of the municipality’s operating expenses in full and that all creditors are forced to accept 
losses—to date, this latter scenario has yet to be experienced in the recent filings in the last five 
years.  All in all, however, there is no way to generalize from one case to the next.  Each must be 
evaluated according to its own facts and circumstances, and in connection with early dialogue 
that should occur with debtor’s counsel as to the specif

B. EFFECT
FUNDS 

 municipality’s “general 
fund” or the contract funds are safely tucked away into “special funds.” 

 truly restricted, are better than a security 
interest—they are not even part of the bankruptcy! 

In a Chapter 9, key among the surety’s concerns will always be the effect upon contract 
balances and the surety’s subrogation rights.  After determining the reasons for the Chapter 9 
filing, as discussed above, the surety will want to specifically examine how the municipal debtor 
is holding the contract funds, if the surety has not done so already.  This typically involves an 
examination of whether the surety’s claim is ultimately one against the

The municipality’s “general fund” is its general operating fund from which it pays typical 
operating expenses.  By contrast, the municipality’s “special funds” are those which are 
restricted, either by grant or by law, such that those funds can be used for no other purpose than 
that to which they are already dedicated.64  In the world of Chapter 9, the difference is somewhat 
akin to the difference between a general unsecured creditor (general fund) and a secured creditor 
(special fund).  If the surety has a claim against the general fund, it may have only a pro rata 
claim, at best, to some amount.  By contrast, if the surety’s subrogation rights are in a fund which 
is a special fund, then that special fund should be outside the reach of other creditors of the 
municipal debtor.  Therefore, special funds, when

There is no clear dividing line in terms of what causes a fund to be a “special fund.”  
Indeed, whether a fund is a restricted fund or not can be determined with regard to bankruptcy 
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r even by the contact terms 
upon which the municipal debtor’s access was granted to the fund.   

decision of the bankruptcy 
court’s findings of fact and conclusions of law were not clearly erroneous.67   

vation describing the 
“complexity of municipal accounting practice”: 

 In total, the enactments covered a time spectrum of approximately 30 
years.68 

f municipal or State accounting laws or guidelines provides little more in the way of 
clarity.69  

1. Special Funds: Federal Funding 

law, federal law, State law, constitutional law or municipal law, o

Typically, where this issue first arises in a Chapter 9 is in the initial pleadings where 
creditors (primarily the creditor whose “ox is being gored”) challenges the eligibility of the 
municipal debtor to file for Chapter 9, particularly on the insolvency prong.  For instance, in the 
Vallejo, California Chapter 9 bankruptcy, the labor unions claimed that Vallejo was not insolvent 
because its balance sheet should be viewed with reference to all of its special funds (which the 
labor unions claimed were not “special”) instead of solely the general fund.  The bankruptcy 
court disagreed and found that the debtor had adequately proven that the special funds were 
restricted and therefore could not be factored into the insolvency analysis—such special funds 
being outside of the reach of the labor unions and other creditors.65  Indeed, the bankruptcy court 
issued findings of fact and conclusions of law as to each specific special fund placed into 
dispute, finding that indeed those funds were restricted.66   That is, this is a fund-by-fund 
analysis with no clear legal dividing line.  When the matter went up on appeal to the Ninth 
Circuit Bankruptcy Appellate Panel (“B.A.P.”), the B.A.P. upheld the 

Indeed, in the Vallejo case, the B.A.P. also made a number of findings related to the issue 
of general funds and special funds, including the following obser

This practice includes a mix of laws authorizing the creation of funds; laws 
restricting the use of funds; facts as to the current amounts available in particular 
funds; laws de-authorizing the funds; laws loosening the restrictions; laws 
tightening the restrictions; laws and facts regarding the source of financing for the 
funds; and facts as to Vallejo’s discretionary allocation of amounts in the funds.  
Further, some of the legal enactments were municipal, some state and some 
federal. 

In other words, there is no clear dividing line between special funds and general funds.  
Research o

Probably some of the more clear-cut restricted funds derive their nature from their 
funding sources, including federal funding on public works construction projects.  Such federal 
funding typically has as a matter of course, by both law and grant, use restrictions, with 
additional requirements of the public entity specially allocate sufficient other funds.  Therefore, 
if the surety’s bonded contract is funded in part with federal funds, chances are that a restricted 
special fund holds the contract balance, or at least a percentage of it.  Federal funding is often 
mixed and matched with municipal funding.  The good news is, however, that federal funding 
sources often require the municipality to specially allocate its share of matched funding.  Of 
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indeed in place, which must 
necessarily include third party verification with the funding source. 

2. Special Funds: Allocated Special Revenue Bond Funds 

bankruptcy has no impact.  Again, this must be specifically confirmed with the indenture trustee. 

ll.  For instance, Section 902(2) of the Bankruptcy Code 
defines “special revenues” as follows: 

an tax-increment financing) levied to finance the general purposes 
of the debtor 

course, the surety needs to verify that that funding restrictions are 

Besides federal funding, another common source for use restrictions is specially allocated 
funds from municipal bonds—revenue bonds.  That is, the municipal debtor specially allocated 
money from a municipal bond offering (e.g., tax revenue bonds or lease revenue bonds) to the 
construction of the public works project.  Ideally, this required the municipality to have 
earmarked those funds with the municipal bond indenture trustee (a bank) such that funds are 
released from the bank/indenture trustee almost like a construction loan.  That is, the funds may 
be held by the indenture trustee and released only when the indenture trustee is satisfied that the 
conditions for release have been met.  Various duties apply to the indenture trustee in the release 
of those funds in accordance with the indenture trust documents.  If the surety is going into the 
Chapter 9 bankruptcy with specially allocated funds held by an indenture trustee, depending on 
the use restrictions in the indenture trust documents, the surety may find that the Chapter 9 

Indeed, in the case of special funds which tie into special revenues, there is an overlay of 
the Bankruptcy Code which can make such special funds “extra special”—such that they are not 
even part of the bankruptcy estate at a

(A) receipts derived from the ownership, operation, or disposition of projects or 
systems of the debtor that are primarily used or intended to be used primarily to 
provide transportation, utility, or other services, including the proceeds of 
borrowings to finance the projects or systems; (B) special excise taxes imposed on 
particular activities or transactions; (C) incremental tax receipts from the 
benefited area in the case of tax-increment financing; (D) other revenues or 
receipts derived from particular functions of the debtor, whether or not the debtor 
has other functions; or (E) taxes specifically levied to finance one or more 
projects or systems, excluding receipts from general property, sales, or income 
taxes (other th

While the foregoing is a limited definition which covers only the “receipts” back to the 
municipal debtor, this definition has greater application because of Section 922(d), which 
provides that “a petition filed under this chapter does not operate as a stay of application of 
pledged special revenues…”  Therefore, when the municipality has pledged its special revenues, 
it can continue to service the underlying debt with the indenture trustee.  Further, Section 927 
provides that “The holder of a claim payable solely from special revenues of the debtor under 
applicable nonbankruptcy law shall not be treated as having recourse against the debtor on 
account of such claim…”  Therefore, in theory, the relationship created by the municipal revenue 
bonds between municipality and indenture trustee would be exempted from the bankruptcy 
process altogether.  Thus, money would ostensibly flow and the proceeds held by the indenture 
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e direct 
albeit perhaps unintended beneficiary in that the money will continue to flow to the job. 

, Electronic Municipal Market 
Access (“EMMA”) system website:  http://www.emma.msrb.org/

trustee should continue to be slated and applied for their purposes.  Again, if the indenture trust 
documents provide for use restrictions, then the surety and its principal may well be th

The surety may be able to partially confirm special revenue bond funding allocations by 
review of the applicable municipality’s meeting minutes (many of which are online) and a 
review of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (“MSRB”)

 

 and therefore leads to avenues for 
issuance of subpoenas or other public records act requests.   

3. Other Special Funds 

ery requires a State-by-State and 
fact-specific analysis which is outside the scope of this article. 

4. Disappearing Special Funds?  

her factors could materially impact the surety’s or 

The EMMA website allows access to the official statement (like a prospectus) and 
municipal financial statements, since municipal bonds are publicly and privately offered.  
However, the EMMA system does not contain the indenture trust documents, but the official 
statement will provide the name of the indenture trust bank

The surety may have other special fund and restricted fund arguments available to it, 
depending upon the jurisdiction involved.  These may derive from construction trust fund 
statutes, earmarking of funds (perhaps at the request of the surety), stop notice rights (including 
the foreclosure by the surety of existing stop notices), and retention escrow accounts (such as on 
public works projects in California for instance).  The surety may also be able to negotiate for 
(such as in the underwriting phase) or litigate (pre-petition) for protection and ear-marking of its 
funds.  The viability of each such argument or avenue of recov

Once the surety confirms that the contract balance is indeed held and retained in “special 
funds,” however, that may not be the end of the analysis.  As noted earlier, any confirmation 
should be made with third party verification.  The reason that third party verification is key is 
because it appears that there may be many ways in which “special funds” still may be lost in the 
shuffle.  Some of the “parade of horribles,” may include the following: (a) the municipality may 
have never actually allocated the special funds for the project despite their promise to do so; (b) 
the municipality may have allocated the special funds but never confirmed it administratively 
with the indenture trustee bank holding the money—i.e., city hall voted and approved special 
funds allocations, but no one put the project name on the bank’s books and records; (c) the 
municipality over-allocated the special funds and/or did not reserve enough funds, overly-
optimistically thinking that it did not need as much money; (d) the municipality has or had the 
ability to “change” or “swap out” which projects are covered by the indenture trust agreements 
so that it can recharacterize the special funds as applying to other projects—therefore, the 
flexibility of the municipality under the special fund restriction documents must be examined; (e)  
the municipality borrowed against the special funds for other projects during the time that the 
municipality’s bond ratings were good;70 or (f) outright fraud occurred in the city finance 
department.  Any one of the foregoing or ot
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princip

 the indenture trustee bank (through the EMMA System or other 
means) and put it on notice of its potential claim if the surety gets notice of a potential Chapter 9 

C. EXECUTORY CONTRACTS:  ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FOR 

al’s recovery of the contract balance.  

Further, at the very least, the surety or its principal may consider putting the indenture 
trustee bank on notice of its claim so as to impose an additional layer of scrutiny on the part of 
the indenture trustee bank in its release of any special fund to the municipality.  At least in one 
reported decision in a Chapter 9 bankruptcy, the contractor was unsuccessful in subordinating the 
claim of the indenture trustee in the bankruptcy under Section 510 of the Bankruptcy Code 
(which subordinates liens based upon gross or egregious conduct of the lienholder) because the 
contractor had never put the indenture trustee bank on notice that the funds it was holding were 
insufficient to complete the job.71  This case suggests that one of the first things that the surety 
will want to do is to locate

bankruptcy by the obligee.   

CONTRACTORS AND THEIR SURETIES.  

 When faced with a Chapter 9, the surety and principal should also consider immediate 

generally precluded from granting security interests in their property 
r funds.  Thus, if the municipality files Chapter 9, contractors technically are relegated to 

dicial 
uidance from Chapter 9-specific cases dealing with assumption and rejection is scarce, but 

genera  are directly applicable. 
 

pal debtor is in default but wishes to affirm and assume the executory 
onstruction contract, it must comply with Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code, which requires it 

 

 adequate assurance that the city will promptly compensate 
e other party to the contract for any actual pecuniary loss to such party resulting 

negotiation with the municipal debtor to assume (preferably) or reject the bonded contract.  
 
 Contractors contracting with municipalities for the construction of public works are 
generally unable to obtain security interests (such as mechanics’ liens) in property improved by 
their work to secure payment of the contract amounts.  Liens are generally prohibited by state 
law, and municipalities are 
o
unsecured creditor status.   
 
 A contract that has not been completed is considered to be “executory.”72 The filing of a 
Chapter 9 bankruptcy case does not automatically terminate executory contracts, even though the 
contract may be in default.  As in Chapter 11, the debtor entity is granted the opportunity to 
“assume” the obligation of the contract and keep such contract in force, or “reject” it and 
terminate it, pursuant to the general provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.  Again, ju
g

l principles from Chapter 11 cases dealing with Section 365

1. Assumption of the Executory Contract.  

 If the munici
c
to do the following:  

a. Cure or provide adequate assurance that it will promptly cure the default; 
 

b. Compensate or provide
th
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nkruptcy court for protection, 
e municipality “consented to [the court’s] jurisdiction to order, if necessary, adequate 

protection [for cred    
 

 negatively impact the contractor.  Such impact generally transfers, in one 
ay or another, to the sureties that have posted bonds securing the performance and payment on 

nds.  Such a tactic by the debtor effectively results in a discharge 
f the obligation, with no right by the contractor or its surety to any recourse against the city or 

entially removes the contractor from the class of unsecured creditors and, 
nce the contractor can no longer vote against the debtor’s plan, improves the city’s chances for 

ss money.   Under this 
enario, again, original contractors go unpaid, creating exposure for sureties to those 
bcontractors and suppliers depending on the contractor for payment.   

from the default; and  

c. Provide adequate assurance of future performance under the contract.73   
 
 A municipal debtor may therefore assume the contract only if it can promptly cure the 
default and otherwise satisfy the requirements of Section 365, including providing adequate 
assurance of future performance.  Thus, even though the bankruptcy court is precluded from 
interfering with the function of the municipality, the court can, in fact, order the debtor to pay 
“adequate protection” in the context of assuming an executory contract.  In fact, in the Orange 
County bankruptcy, the court indicated that by coming into the ba
th

itors] in connection with [the] proceeding.”74

2. Rejection of the Executory Contract.   

 If debtor elects to reject the construction contract, Section 365(g) indicates that such 
rejection is a breach of the contract as of the date of filing, giving rise to a claim by the non-
debtor party for “rejection” damages.75  Further, the debtor, in rejecting a contract, may have a 
number of options that
w
those public projects. 
 
 First, if the city rejects the construction contract, the contractor’s “rejection damages” 
constitute an unsecured claim for all unpaid amounts due under the contract.  That may count for 
little, however, since the municipality may, in its Chapter 9 Plan, reduce or “adjust” that claim all 
the way down to zero if it chooses.  In such circumstances, the contractor will receive nothing for 
the unpaid work performed on the project, and subcontractors will undoubtedly begin making 
claims against the payment bo
o
undisbursed contract funds.76 
 
 If the contract includes provisions allowing the municipality to terminate for 
convenience, the city can assume the contract under Section 365 (particularly if the unpaid 
amount is not too large), then promptly terminate it in order to reduce its ongoing liability, 
subject to the terms governing payments due to the contractor in light of such a termination.  
This whipsaw tactic pot
si
confirming its plan.77   
 
 If the debtor rejects the contract, it can still make use of applicable procurement 
procedures to obtain a new contractor to finish the project, even for le 78

sc
su
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3. Timing of Assumption or Rejection and Prejudice to Non-Debtor 

ssumption or rejection decision....”   Other courts have listed a 
number of factors the bankruptcy court should consider in determining whether to expedite the 
decisio

 terminated.  “Above all, the court should 
interpret reasonable time consistent with the broad purpose of Chapter 11, which is ‘to 

n to 
ssume or reject within 15 days, only five months into the bankruptcy.  The contractor further 

failed t

.  At the same time, there is danger in assuming that a contractor will be paid for 
work it continues to perform, absent an election or attendant assurances of continuing payment 
for that

Contractors   

The most serious challenge relating to assumption or rejection of executory contracts lies 
in the timing of that election.  Pursuant to Section 365(d)(2), a Chapter 9 debtor can wait until 
confirmation to decide whether to assume or reject an executory contract, risking leaving 
contracting parties literally in limbo for months until an election is made.  But to prevent 
prejudice to the non-debtor party to the contract, the court may, on motion by that party, order 
the debtor to decide earlier whether it will assume or reject the contract.79  In determining such a 
motion, the bankruptcy court must “balance the interests of the contracting party against the 
interests of the debtor and its estate” because “[i]t is vitally important to all interested parties that 
the debtor make a prudent a 80

n to assume or reject:  
 
What constitutes a reasonable time is left to the bankruptcy court's discretion, to be 
determined on a case-by-case basis in light of the broad purposes of the entire 
Bankruptcy Code. Relevant considerations include the damage that the non-debtor will 
suffer beyond the compensation available under the Bankruptcy Code, the importance of 
the contract to the debtor's business and reorganization, whether the debtor has had 
sufficient time to appraise its financial situation and the potential value of its assets in 
formulating a plan, and whether exclusivity has

permit successful rehabilitation of debtors.’”81 
 
 In In re Physicians’ Health Corp., the court reasoned that it must balance the competing 
interests of the debtor and the non-debtor parties to the contract.  It then concluded the non-
debtor contractor had presented no compelling evidence why it should accelerate the decisio
a

o present evidence of prejudice from the delay or that the debtor had been dilatory.82 
 

Because of the prejudice and exposure from delaying such a decision until confirmation, 
contractors and sureties would typically have compelling arguments to expedite the decision to 
assume or reject; they should not be required to either (a) work for free, or (b) hold off from 
seeking other paying work, while the debtor decides whether or not to finish the project or 
reduce its scope

 work.   
 
As a practical matter, contractors and sureties on public works projects may be protected 

from complete rejection or long-term delay of a public works construction contract prompted by 
a Chapter 9 filing.  Funding for many of these projects may be earmarked, as a condition for 
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nd contractors and their 
sureties face the risk of efforts to “adjust” the scope or terms of a construction contract, either by 
limiting

sed to issue 
 ruling on the rejection motions pending further settlement discussions.   One can see how 

these sa

 that work done on a public works contract during the time a Chapter 9 debtor is 
deciding whether to assume or reject that contract, would be entitled to that same priority for 

aymen

e claims under its plan (at all, let alone to zero), the contractor and its surety 

matching funds from county, state, and/or federal sources.  Armed with adequate funds to 
complete such projects, municipalities have good reason to complete projects that are underway, 
and they may be motivated to assume executory construction contracts without much 
deliberation and in a relatively quick time frame.  Nevertheless, there is nothing in Chapter 9 that 
differentiates public works contracts from other municipal obligations, a

 the scope of the work or renegotiating the amount to be paid.83   
 
Municipal debtors also have Code-established rights to reject its executory contracts.84  

At the heart of the Vallejo bankruptcy litigation was the city’s  ongoing attempts to reject 
collective bargaining agreements with public employee unions, even as the threat of rejection is 
used to leverage the City’s position in renegotiations.85  Since filing its Chapter 9 Petition on 
May 23, 2008, Vallejo successfully renegotiated the collective bargaining agreements with its 
city police officers and administrative workers while motions to reject the respective collective 
bargaining agreements were before the court.86  Negotiations with the two remaining unions, the 
firefighters and electrical workers, were ongoing while Vallejo’s motion to reject the collective 
bargaining agreements remains before the court.87  Indeed, the bankruptcy court refu

88a
me efforts could be used to force a renegotiation of a public works contract. 

 
In addition to the right that a contractor (and those standing in its shoes) has to seek an 

expedited determination of assumption or rejection, some cases suggest that the debtor cannot 
compel the contractor to continue performing under the contract, pending the debtor’s decision to 
assume or reject, without assurance of payment by the debtor.89  In Thomas Companies, Inc. v. 
United Fire & Casualty Co.,90 an HVAC contractor continued to perform work under a contract 
with a Chapter 11 debtor, post-petition.  The debtor ultimately rejected the contract and sought 
recovery of payments for post-petition performance.  The court ruled for the contractor, 
reasoning that “a Debtor should be responsible for any associated expense incurred while [the 
decision to assume or reject an executory contract] is being made.”91  Likewise, some courts 
have held that any work performed by the contractor post-petition (and pre-rejection) would be 
afforded the ultimate priority of administrative claim status.92  Similar arguments might be 
forwarded

p t. 
 

 These potential options for treatment of executory contracts raise an interesting issue for 
sureties seeking to control their exposures.  If the debtor rejects the contract pursuant to Section 
365, preventing the contractor from completing the project, it should act to exonerate the 
performance bond, as if the municipality had breached the contract.  The difference is that there 
is no recourse against the debtor for contract rejection.  But, since payment bond liability is 
usually statutory and not often conditioned on owner payment, a payment bond may remain 
exposed to claims of those suppliers and subcontractors whom a contractor may be unable to 
pay, for lack of payment from the municipal debtor.   If the debtor rejects the contract and 
ultimately reduces th
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course against 
the project owner.   
VII. 

will certainly face liability to unpaid suppliers and subcontractors without full re

PROACTIVE EFFORTS & UNDERWRITING CONSIDERATIONS 

Predictions for the future vary considerably.  Some believe we will continue to see more 
Chapter 9 bankruptcies, while others predict a trickling but not a deluge.  The surety may be able 
to undertake proactive efforts to protect itself from municipal obligee insolvency, including 
through the following steps, some of which may be incorporated into underwriting of the subject 
municipal bonds.  The following provides a checklist of certain (non-exhaustive) 
recomm on the circumstances: 

a. Is the Obligee even eligible to file Chapter 9 as a matter of State 

eligible to file?  I.e., Just because “San Bernardino” is 
in the title obligee’s name does not mean that the obligee is San 

real property prices fallen since 2007?  
Municipal insolvency goes hand in hand with reduced real 

ty has not furnished updated financial 
information for over a year or more, that is probably a bad 

 that charter cities, which 
lack budget restrictions imposed by the State, have fallen to 

that this criticism may have 
prompted the ratings systems to reexamine at least 

endations for the surety, depending up

1. Examine the Obligee 

law? (See Exhibit A list of States) 

b. Is the Obligee even part of or controlled by a municipality that is in 
Chapter 9 or 

Bernardino. 

c. How financially healthy is the obligee?   

(1) How far have 

property taxes. 

(2) Check the EMMA System for updated financial 
information if available.  (Note that EMMA shows that the 
municipali

sign too.) 

(3) Some commentators have noted

Chapter 9 in higher numbers.93   

(4) Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s ratings may be used to 
gauge possible insolvency.94  Word of caution: The ratings 
systems have been criticized for moving slowly in 
downgrading municipal bond ratings for insolvent 
municipalities.  It appears 

California municipalities.95 

(5) Google the obligee for dirt and gossip about the obligee:  In 
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hich municipalities will be 
next, publishing their research into the solvency of several 

ding for a public works project.  Alternatively, for 
weaker credit accounts, confirming sources of funding (next) may become 

a. How does the obligee intend to fund the project?  Municipal bond 

b. What “special fund” restrictions can the surety and/or principal 

al requirements that the obligee agree to specially 
allocate project funding from sources that are not general 

(b) Right to continued reporting or to access reports 

crow accounts? 

(4) Agreements that all funds specially allocated are 

nds? (Would require 
surety involvement in underlying transactional documents 

the aftermath of several recent filings, some commentators 
have endeavored to predict w

California public entities.96      

2. Examine The Principal: In the face of potentially insecure contract 
funds, the surety may need to reevaluate how much credit it takes for a 
principal to get bon

the most important. 

3. Examine Or Safeguard The Source Of Project Funding 

funding, federal funding, other funding? 

negotiate for either in the bonded contract or bond?: 

(1) Contractu

funds?   

(a) What is penalty for non-performance?: 

(i) Right to demand financial assurances 

(ii) Right to terminate or suspend performance 

from the indenture trustee on municipal bonds? 

(2) Fund restriction mechanisms such as es

(3) Assurance letters / “set aside” letters? 

construction trust funds? 

(5) Subrogation rights contractually given to the sureties in 
pledged revenues on municipal bo

as part of municipal bond offering.) 

4. What Is The Bond? Commercial Bonds vs. Contract Bonds: Is the bond 
cancellable in the event of material breach?  On what intervals will the 

IRVINE 179392.4 999995.00001  
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ents—the last thing that the Chapter 9 debtor wants 
and probably reasonably anticipated only in the event of complete 

 may be ineffective to safeguard the surety’s interests in a given fund, depending on the 
circumstances.  Moreover, whether past cases will be a good predictor of future cases remains to 
be seen

 

                               

principal be paid by the obligee?  If the principal is paid month to month 
for services such that the accounts receivable it carries will not put it out 
of business and the bond is cancellable, the credit risk during each 
payment interval may simply not warrant further concern.  Further, for 
certain commercial surety bonds relating to services which are necessary 
to the municipality, such as water, power and garbage pickup, these would 
presumably be the last to be outright cancelled or defaulted upon under 
penalty of rioting resid

economic meltdown. 

The foregoing is a non-exhaustive list of recommendations and considerations that may 
or may not be applicable to the given circumstances.  Importantly, any one or combination of the 
foregoing

. 

                  

ptcy Law and Practice, 90:1 (3  
rofessor Norton’s excellent treatise on Chapter 9 and 

arbon¸ 242 B.R. at 32. 

“Bankruptcy Code” or “Code” in this paper refer to the United States 
. § 101, et seq.  References to “Section” refer to specific 

section
 Section 109(c) provides as follows:   

btor under Chapter 9 of this Title if and only if such 

uch chapter by state law or by a governmental officer or 
 to authorize such entity to be a debtor under 

editors holding at least a majority in 
a plan 

1 See In re Mount Carbon Metropolitan Dist., 242 B.R. 18, 32 (Bankr. D. Colo. 1999) (citations 
omitted).  
2 Hon. William L. Norton, Jr. and William L. Norton III, Bankru rd

ed. 2008).  This paper relies heavily upon P
commends it to the reader for further discussion of these issues. 
3 See In re Mount C
4 11 U.S.C. §§ 903, 904, 901(a); Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5. 
5 11 U.S.C. § 904. 
6 See In re County of Orange, 179 B.R. 195 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1995).   
7 All references to the 
Bankruptcy Code, codified at 11 U.S.C

s of the Code. 

An entity may be a de
entity— 
(1) is a municipality; 
(2) is specifically authorized in its capacity as a municipality or by name to be a 
debtor under s
organization empowered by state law
such chapter; 
(3) is insolvent; 
(4) desires to effect a plan to adjust such debts; and 
(5) (A) has obtained the agreement of cr
amount of the claims of each class that such entity intends to impair under 
and a case under such chapter;  
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t of creditors holding of at least a majority in an amount of the claims of 
nder such 

reditor may attempt to obtain a transfer that is 

nty Natural Gas Authority, 
. City of Montague, 190 F.2d 1019 (9th Cir. 1951); Fano v. 

 The municipality will 

City of Vallejo.  See California 

(B) has negotiated in good faith with creditors and has failed to obtain the 
agreemen
each class that such entity intends to impair under a plan and a case u
chapter; 
(C) is unable to negotiate with creditors because such negotiation is 
impracticable; or 
(D) reasonably believes that a c
avoidable under Section 547 of this Title. 

8 See Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5.   
9 See In re Green County Hospital, 59 B.R. 388, 389 (S.D. Miss. 1986). 
10 See, e.g., Mason v. Paradise Irrigation District, 326 U.S. 536, 66 S. Ct. 290 (1946) (cited in 
Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5 n. 6); See also Mozingo v. York Cou
352 F.2d 78 (4th Cir. 1965); Buell v
Newport Heights Irrigation District, 114 F.2d 563 (9th Cir. 1940). 
11 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5. 
12 See In re City of Bridgeport, 129 B.R. 322 (Bankr. D. Conn. 1991). 
have the burden of proof on that issue. 
13 See Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5 and cases cited in the footnote.   
14 Insolvency appears to be a key issue in the bankruptcy of the 
Professional Firefighters website, supra note 9 (citing stopvallejobankruptcy.com and pointing to 

ependent auditor’s report that Vallejo is not insolvent).  
 City of Vallejo, California, 2008 WL 41800008, p. 22 (Bankr. E.D. Cal. 2008). 

iting In re 

t are affectionately referred to as “Strong-arm” powers to 
d pre-petition transfers.  See “Avoidance 

r 
 

ory of 
ent for 

the ind
15 In re
16 Id. 
17 Id. 
18 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5; 11 U.S.C. § 109(c)(4) § 941. 
19 In re City of Vallejo, California, 2008 WL 4146015, *27 (Bankr. E.D. Cal. 2008), c
Sullivan County Reg’l Refuse Disposal Dist., 165 B.R. 60, 78 (Bankr. D.N.H. 1994). 
20 11 U.S.C. 109(c); Norton, supra note 12, at 90:5.  Section 547 deals with voidable 
preferences—transfers that occur within a certain time before the bankruptcy filing that enable a 
creditor to obtain more than it would have received in liquidation in bankruptcy.  Subject to 
limited defenses, a trustee has wha
reach into the pockets of such creditors who receive
Powers” in the following section. 
21 11 U.S.C. § 923; Norton, supra note 12, at 90:9. 
22 11 U.S.C. § 922; Norton, supra note 12, at 90:11.   
23 11 U.S.C. § 922(c); 11 U.S.C. § 507(b); Norton, supra note 12, at 90:11.  An administrative 
claim is a claim that is granted priority treatment and generally entitled to payment in full prio
to the payment of creditors.  Under 11 U.S.C. § 503(b), administrative claims expressly include
“the actual, necessary costs and expenses of preserving the estate,” such as wages, salaries or 
commissions owed for services rendered after the petition date and shipments delivered to the 
debtor that provided a benefit to the bankruptcy estate.  Perhaps the most well-known categ
administrative claims is that of the professional employed during the case seeking paym
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 GROUND UP, by Kirsten Worley and Kaysie 
.wthf.com/news/WTHF-Spring-2012-Newsletter 

. § 926; In re Alabama State Fair Authority, 232 B.R. 252, 271 & n. 26 (N.D. 
at 90:15. 

30 Id. at
31 Nort
32 11 U

), 365, 

2, 

, 1125, 1126(a), 1126(b), 1126(c), 1126(e), 1126(f), 
9(a)(2), 1129(a)(3), 1129(a)(6), 1129(a)(8), 1129(a)(10), 

143, 1144, and 1145 of this title 
apter. 

, 1124(2), and 1124(3). 

ct, 

f 
s.  In order that a court may determine the fairness of the total amount 

ors by the plan, the court must have data which will permit a 

attorneys’ or other fees
debtor’s bankruptcy lawyers get paid first. 
24 11 U.S.C. §§ 902(2), 922(d), 927. 
25 11 U.S.C. § 362(a). 
26 See 11 U.S.C. §§ 547, 548, 549(a), and 901(a); see also Matter of North and South Shena
Joint Municipal Auth., 14 B.R. 414, 420 (Bankr. W.D. Pa. 1981). 
27 See “Bankruptcy Preference Avoidance Actions and "Springing" Bond Claims?,” Watt, 
Tieder, Hoffar & Fitzgerald, LLP, FROM THE
Garcia, Spring 2012 ed., http://www
28 See 11 U.S.C
Ala. 1999); Norton, supra note 12, 
29 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:10. 

 90:12. 
on, supra note 12, at 90:16 
.S.C. § 901.  Section 901(a)  provides as follows:  
(a) Sections 301, 344, 347(b), 349, 350(b), 361, 362, 364(c), 364(d), 364(e), 364(f
366, 501, 502, 503, 504, 506, 507(a)(2), 509, 510, 524(a)(1), 524(a)(2), 544, 545, 546, 
547, 548, 549(a), 549(c), 549(d), 550, 551, 552, 553, 555, 556, 557, 559, 560, 561, 56
1102, 1103, 1109, 1111(b), 1122, 1123(a)(1), 1123(a)(2), 1123(a)(3), 1123(a)(4), 
1123(a)(5), 1123(b), 1123(d), 1124
1126(g), 1127(d), 1128, 112
1129(b)(1), 1129(b)(2)(A), 1129(b)(2)(B), 1142(b), 1
apply in a case under this ch

33 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:16. 
34 Id.; 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1124(1)
35 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:16. 
36 Id. at 90:18; 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1125(a)(1).   
37 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:18. 
38 Id. at 90:21; 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1129(a)(10). 
39 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1126(c); Norton, supra note 12, at 90:19. 
40 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1129(b); Norton, supra note 12, at 90:21.   
41 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1129(b)(1); Norton, supra note 12, at 90:21. 
42 See, e.g., Matter of Jersey City Medical Center, 817 F.2d 1055 (3rd Cir. 1987). 
43 Norton, supra note 12, at 90:21.  Professor Norton cites to the legislative history of the A
H.R. Rep. No. 686, 94th Cong.  1st  Sess. 32 to 33 (1977) (“[W]here future tax revenues are the 
only source to which creditors can look for payment of their claims, considered estimates of 
those revenues constitute the only available basis for appraising the respective interests o
different classes of creditor
of cash or securities offered to credit
reasonable, intense and informed, estimate of the probable future revenues available for 
satisfaction of creditors.”) 
44 11 U.S.C. §§ 901(a), 1129(a)(3). 
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